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SPECIAL PRODUCTS 
INFRARED HEATING TABLES - ENJOY COOL EVENINGS OUTDOORS 

article-no.: units

1 set 

With ARCORA  infrared heating tables, there is no need to miss out on spending time outdoors on cooler days. 
By placing the infrared heater in the table leg, the heat rises upwards and is beneficial for the whole body. 
Despite freezing temperatures, these heating tables produce an even heat instantly at the touch of a button, 
creating a cozy and comforting atmosphere in your outdoor space. The table leg always remains cool despite 
the heater and thus does not pose a risk of burns.
Due to corrosion-resistant material, it is possible to leave the tables outdoors.                                     
The table surfaces can also withstand high demands such as sun, rain, ash or grease.                           
As a modern stainless steel table with wooden table surfaces, the tables appear trendy unlike traditional tables 
and add a beautiful modern look to the environment.

  Round table surface     60 cm 

Angular table surface 70x70 cm

Table surface colour

Infrared produces a quick and pleasant 
warmth. The infrared radiation hits 
surfaces, is absorbed and then converted 
into pleasant warmth that can be felt 
immediately. This warms not only the feet 
and thighs, but also the upper body. The 
infrared light waves are sent several 
meters away. Therefore, the heat is still 
perceptible several meters away from the 
table.

article-no.: units

1 set 

For a cozy atmosphere despite low temperatures

Bistro metal table frame with 
round table surface
complete as a set 
 

Gastro metal table frame with 
angular table surface
complete as a set
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1800 W

Heat control via 
2 stages

01331 01332 

Socket with hinged cover

Bistro metal table frame (103 cm) 

article-no.: units

TG103MS 

Bistro round table surface (    60 cm) 

article-no.: units

TPR60BR 

Gastro metal table frame (71 cm) 

Gastro angular table surface (70x70 cm) 

article-no.: units

TG71MS 

article-no.: units

1 pcs TP7070BR 

● immediate heat generation 
after switching on

● soothing warmth
● no dust whirling up
● noise-free and odorless
● easy to install
● energy-saving

1 pcs 

1 pcs 1 pcs 
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